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CONTENT:  
The Mercedes type 190, meanwhile one of the most popular modern classic cars, was 
revolutionary in its time and actually laid the foundation for the nowadays best
Mercedes-Benz model series: the C class. 
 
When launched in December 1982, it was the
drivers – especially challenging the BMW 3 series. Its design, characterized by the short but 
uplifted rear, meant a radical departure from the existing guidelines. It further disclaimed, 
apart from the radiator grille, any chrome embellishments. 
 
This significantly extended revised edition of HEEL’s bestselling book on the “Baby
beautifully illustrated with many unpublished photographs 
of enthusiasts who are looking for new information on this still affordable classic. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Revised & updated edition -
Rights all available 

 
 
 
SPECIFICATIONS : 

●●● 224 pages 

●●● more than 200 coloured photographs

●●● hardcover with jacket 

●●● trim size 245 x 290 mm 

●●● retail price: € 39.95  

●●● ISBN 978-3-95843-998-6 

●●● Publication: May 2020  
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The Mercedes type 190, meanwhile one of the most popular modern classic cars, was 
revolutionary in its time and actually laid the foundation for the nowadays best

Benz model series: the C class.  

When launched in December 1982, it was the first Mercedes model aimed at middle class 
especially challenging the BMW 3 series. Its design, characterized by the short but 

uplifted rear, meant a radical departure from the existing guidelines. It further disclaimed, 
grille, any chrome embellishments.  

This significantly extended revised edition of HEEL’s bestselling book on the “Baby
beautifully illustrated with many unpublished photographs -  will appeal to the still rising group 

ng for new information on this still affordable classic. 
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The Mercedes type 190, meanwhile one of the most popular modern classic cars, was 
revolutionary in its time and actually laid the foundation for the nowadays best-selling 

first Mercedes model aimed at middle class 
especially challenging the BMW 3 series. Its design, characterized by the short but 

uplifted rear, meant a radical departure from the existing guidelines. It further disclaimed, 

This significantly extended revised edition of HEEL’s bestselling book on the “Baby-Benz” - 
will appeal to the still rising group 

ng for new information on this still affordable classic.  
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